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Abstract
The task of causal structure discovery from empirical data is
a fundamental problem in many areas. Experimental data is
crucial for accomplishing this task. However, experiments
are typically expensive, and must be selected with great care.
This paper uses active learning to determine the experiments
that are most informative towards uncovering the underlying
structure. We formalize the causal learning task as that of
learning the structure of a causal Bayesian network. We consider an active learner that is allowed to conduct experiments,
where it intervenes in the domain by setting the values of certain variables. We provide a theoretical framework for the active learning problem, and an algorithm that actively chooses
the experiments to perform based on the model learned so
far. Experimental results show that active learning can substantially reduce the number of observations required to determine the structure of a domain.

1 Introduction
Determining the causal structure of a domain is frequently a
key issue in many situations. Bayesian networks (BNs) [Pearl,
1988] are a compact graphical representation of joint probability distributions. They can also be viewed as providing a
causal model of a domain [Pearl, 2000]. If we assume that the
graphical structure of the BN represents the causal structure
of the domain, we can formalize the problem of discovering
the causal structure of the domain as the task of learning the
BN structure from data.
Over the last few years, there has been substantial work
on discovering BN structure from purely observational data.
However, there are inherent limitations on our ability to discover the structure based on randomly sampled data. Experimental data, where we intervene in the model, is vital for a
full determination of the causal structure. However, obtaining
experimental data is often time consuming and costly. Thus
the experiments must be chosen with care.
In this paper, we provide an active learning algorithm that
selects experiments that are most informative towards revealing the causal structure. With active learning the choice of
the next data case is based upon the results seen so far. The
possibility of active learning can arise naturally in a variety
of domains and in several variants. In interventional active
learning, the learner can ask for experiments involving interventions to be performed. This type of active learning is the
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norm in scientific studies: we can ask for a rat to be fed one
sort of food or another. An intervention in the model causes
certain probabilistic dependencies in the model to be replaced
by our intervention [Pearl, 2000] — the rat no longer eats
what it would normally eat, but what we choose it to. By observing the results of this experiment, we can determine the
direction of causal influence in cases where purely observational data is inadequate.
In such active learning settings, where we have the ability
to actively select experiments, we need a mechanism that tells
us which experiment to perform next. We present a formal
framework for active learning in Bayesian networks, based
on the principles of Bayesian learning. We maintain a distribution over Bayesian network structures, which is updated
based on our data. We define a notion of quality of our distribution, and provide an algorithm that selects queries in a
greedy way, designed to improve model quality as much as
possible. We provide experimental results on a variety of domains, showing that our active learning algorithm can provide substantially more accurate estimates of the BN structure using the same amount of data. Interestingly, our active
learning algorithm provides significant improvements even in
cases where it cannot intervene in the model, but only select
instances of certain types. Thus, it is applicable even to the
problem of learning structure in a non-causal setting.

2 Learning Bayesian Networks
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 where - . and are sets of variables and an
assignment of values to . However, a BN can also be viewed
as a causal model [Pearl, 2000]. Under this perspective, the
BN can also be used to answer interventional queries, which

specify probabilities after we intervene in the model, forcibly
setting one or more variables to take on particular values. In
Pearl’s framework,

 an intervention in a causal model that sets
a single  node
replaces
the standard causal mecha
nism of with one where is forced to take the value . In
graphical terms, this intervention corresponds to mutilating
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for a car, if we observe that the car battery is not charged, we
might conclude evidentially that the alternator belt is possibly
defective, but if we deliberately drain the battery, then the fact
that it is empty obviously gives us no information about the
, the resulting model is
alternator belt. Thus, if we set
a distribution where we mutilate  to eliminate the incoming
edges
 to nodes in , and set the CPDs of these nodes so that
with probability 1.
Our goal is to learn a BN structure from data. We assume
that there are no hidden variables and in addition we make
two further standard assumptions:
Causal Markov assumption: The data
  is generated from
an underlying Bayesian network 
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with  . Given only samples from  , the best we can hope
for is to identify the Markov equivalence class [Pearl, 1988]
of  : a set of network structures that induce precisely the
same independence assumptions. In a Markov equivalence
  
class, the skeleton of the network — the set connected 
pairs — is fixed; for some of the pairs, the direction of the
edge is fixed, while the other edges can be directed either
way [Spirtes et al., 1993].
If we are given experimental as well as observational data,
our ability to identify the structure is much larger [Cooper and
Yoo, 1999]. Intuitively, assume we are trying to determine the
direction of an edge between
and . If we are provided
experimental data that intervenes at , and we see that the
distribution over does not change,
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does change the distribution over , we can conclude
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3 Bayesian learning with experimental data
As discussed in the introduction, our goal is to use active
learning to learn the BN structure — learning from data
where we are allowed to control certain variables by intervening at their values. We formalize this idea by assuming
that some subset of the variables are query variables. The
learner can
 select a particular instantiation for . The request
is called a query. The result of such a query is
called the response and it is a randomly sampled instance of

 



 





 



all the non-query variables, conditioned on
. In other
words, is the result of an experiment where we intervened
in the model by setting to take the values ; our assumptions then imply that is sampled from the mutilated model
described above.
We use a Bayesian framework to learn the BN structure. More precisely, we maintain a distribution over possible
structures and their associated parameters. We begin with a
prior over structures and parameters, and use Bayesian conditioning to update it as new data is obtained. Following [Heckerman et al., 1995], we make several standard assumptions
about the prior:


Structure Modularity:
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In this paper, we also assume that the CPD parameters are
multinomials and that the associated parameter distributions
are the conjugate Dirichlet distributions. However, our analysis holds for any distribution satisfying the parameter modularity assumption.
Given a complete, randomly sampled instance over ,
using Bayes rule we have that! the posterior
distribution

!
 over
   .  

G is proportional to:  
is the
marginal likelihood of the data and can be expressed as an
integral over all possible parameter values in  :
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Now, instead of having a complete random  sample, suppose that we have an interventional query
, and resulting response
   . We need to define how to update the distribution   
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. Thus
we need to determine how to update the parameter density of
a structure and also how to update the distribution over structures themselves.
For the first term in this expression, consider
a  particular
network structure  and a prior distribution 
over the
parameters of  . It is clear that we cannot use the resulting
complete instance to update the parameters of the nodes
themselves since we have forced to take on specific values.
All other variables can, however, be updated with the complete instance. (Note that there is no issue of selection bias
when updating the parameters of the ancestors of since all
of incoming edges to query nodes are cut.) Thus, we define
a variable to be updateable in the context of an interventional query if is not in .
Our update rule for the parameter
 " density is now very simple. Given a prior density 
and a response from a
query
, we do standard Bayesian updating of the
parameters, as in the case of randomly sampled instances,
but we update only
of updateable
  the
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“the density of
after performing query and obtaining the
complete response
  !  ”.  Note
 that this is quite different from

the density 
which denotes standard Bayesian
conditioning. We also note that performing such an interventional update to the parameters still preserves parameter
modularity.
Now! consider
distribution over structures. We use

 the

 
to denote the posterior distribution over
structures after performing the query and obtaining the response. The following theorem tells us how we can easily
update the posterior over  given an interventional query:

Theorem  3.1
and complete response
  Given a query
, if   
satisfies parameter independence and parameter modularity, then:
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a distribution over the set of structures, and the number of
structures in W is super-exponential in the number of nodes.
Furthermore, given a query, to compute the expected posterior loss we have to perform a computation over the set of
structures for each of the exponential number of possible responses to the query.
To make this high-level framework concrete, we must pick
a loss function. Recall that our goal is to learn the correct
structure; hence, we are interested in the presence
direc and

0X
tion of the edges in the graph. For two nodes
and
,
there are
three
possible
edge
relationships
between
them:
ei
0X
 ZY 0X
  0X
, or
or
. Our distribution 
ther
over graphs and parameters induces a distribution over these
three possible edge relationships. We can measure the extent
to which we are sure about this relationship using the entropy
of this induced distribution:
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4 Active Learning

 

4.1



Loss function

As in the work of Tong and Koller [2001], a key step in our
approach is the definition of a measure for the quality of our
distribution over graphs and parameters. We can then use
this measure to evaluate the extent to which various instances
would improve the quality of our distribution, thereby providing us with an approach for selecting the next query to
perform.
More formally,
" given a distribution over graphs  and parameters  
we have a loss function Loss   that measures the quality of our distribution
over the graphs and pa
rameters. Given a query
we define the expected posterior loss of the query as:
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This definition immediately leads to the following simple algorithm: For each candidate query
, we evaluate the
expected posterior loss, and then select the query for which it
is lowest. Note, however, that the expected loss appears to be
computationally expensive to evaluate. We need to maintain
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The larger this entropy,
the
 
 X less sure we are about the relaand . This expression forms the basis
tionship between
for our edge entropy loss function:
Loss   

Our goal in this paper is not merely to update the distribution based on interventional data. We want to actively select
instances that will allow us to learn the structure better.
A (myopic)
active learner J is a function that selects a

based upon its current distribution over  and
query
 
. It takes the resulting response
, and uses it to update
 
. It then repeats the process.
its distribution over  and
We described the update process in the previous section. Our
task now is to construct an algorithm for deciding on our next
query given our current distribution  .
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In certain domains we may be especially interest in determining the relationship between particular pairs of nodes. We can
reflect this desire in our loss[ function
scaling
  \  by
X  introducing
factors in front of different 
terms.
Now that we
   have defined the loss function for a distribution  
, our task is to find an efficient algorithm
for  computing the expected posterior loss of a given query
relative to  . We note that  is our current distribution, conditioned on all the data obtained so far. Initially, it is
the prior; as we get more data, we use Bayesian conditioning
(as described above) to update  , and then apply the same
algorithm to the posterior.
Our approach to obtaining a tractable algorithm is based
on the ideas of Friedman and Koller [2000] — we first consider the simpler problem of restricting attention to network
structures consistent with some total ordering, f . Then, we
introduce a distribution over the orderings.

 

4.2

Analysis for a Fixed Ordering

Let f be a total ordering of . We restrict attention to network  structures that are
 consistent with f , i.e., if there is an
[Friedman  et al.,
f . Following
edge
, then

1999], we also assume that each node
has a set g
of at
most h possible candidate parents that is fixed before each
query round. In certain
domains, we can use prior knowl
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; in others we can use a technique mentioned in [Friedman and Koller, 2000] where we can use the
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induced by f and g
is still exponential in the number of
variables in .
The key impact of the restriction to a fixed ordering
is that the choice of parents for one node is independent
of the choice of parents for another node [Buntine, 1991;
Friedman and Koller, 2000]. Two important consequences
are the following theorems 1 , which give us closed form, efficiently computable expressions for key quantities:

Theorem 4.1 Given a query
, we can write the probto our query as:
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1
Proofs are provided in the full version of this paper available at:
robotics.stanford.edu/˜stong/papers/tong koller ijcai01 full.ps

 





Analysis for Unrestricted Orderings
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In the previous section, we obtained a closed form expression for computing the expected posterior loss of a query for
a given ordering. We now generalize this derivation by removing the restriction of a fixed ordering. The expression for
the expected posterior
loss can be rewritten as:
   !
ExPLoss  
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Notice that since we are performing Bayesian averaging
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over multiple graphs the probability
of an edge  X
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Now, consider the expected posterior loss (Eq. (1)) given
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This expression still involves summations over the exponential number of possible completions of a query. However, notice that for each ; and < in Eq. (5), the summation
over completions resembles the expression for computing
a marginal probability in Bayesian network inference where
we are marginalizing out . In fact = and each > can be regarded as factors and we can use standard graphical model
inference procedures [Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, 1988] to
evaluate this expression effectively. The restriction to a candidate set of parents for
 each node ensures that each factor >
is over at most
variables, and each factor = over at
:

@
h
?
 
most A :h@?
variables. After applying Bayesian network
inference we end up with a factor over the variables where
for each  possible
the value of the expression
 X CB 'Cquery
B X )ED we
0
B 3 have
 L = 
FHD G >  D CB D  .

We need to perform such an inference for each ; < pair.
However, since we restricted to at most h candidate parents,
the number of possible edges is at most hGF . Thus, the computational cost of computing the expected posterior loss for
all possible queries is the cost of hHF applications of Bayesian
network inference.
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The expectation over orderings can be approximated by
sampling possible orderings from our current distribution
over graphs and parameters. As shown by Friedman and
Koller [2000], sampling from orderings can be done very
effectively using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques.
The expression inside the expectation over orderings is
very similar to the expected posterior loss of the query with a
fixed ordering (Eq. (4)). The only[ difference
 \ 0X is ! that
 we now
must compute the entropy terms 
without restricting ourselves to a single ordering. This entropy term is based on probability expressions for relationships between
nodes:
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Each of the terms inside the expectation can be computed
using Theorem 4.2. Naively,
we can compute the expec
tation for each query
and
completion
by sam!

 
pling orderings
and then comput  * from
!  
  
ing  
. Clearly, this approach

is impractical. However, we can use a simple approximation that substantially reduces the computational cost. Our
general MCMC algorithm generates a set of orderings sampled from  $f . In many cases, a single data instance will
only have a small effect on the distribution over
 orderings;
hence, we can often use our samples from  $f to be a reasonably
approximation
to samples from the distribution
! good

 
 $f
. Thus, we use our current set of sampled
orderings to approximate Eq. (6). Note that this small approximation error will not accumulate since we are not using the
approximation to update any of the parameters of our model,
just merely to predict the value of possible queries in this current round.
ordering case, the entropy term
[ We
  note
\  that,

X ! as in the fixed
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Algorithm Summary and Properties

To summarize the algorithm, we first sample a set of orderings from the current distribution over graphs and parameters.
We
to compute the entropy terms
[   then
Q\ use
0X this
! set of orderings
 
.
Next,
KL<N-OQPSR G B TUcekj9V  :e X [   Qfor
\ each
_X ! ordering

 we
 compute
using
a standard Bayesian network inference algorithm to obtain a
factor over all possible queries. We then average all of these
query factors obtained from each ordering. The final result
is a query factor that, for each possible query, gives the expected posterior loss of asking that query. We then choose to
ask the query that gives the lowest expected posterior loss.
We now consider the computational complexity of the
algorithm.
ordering X we! need to  compute
KL<N-OQPSR G B TUcekFor

j9V  each
e X [   \

. This
involves at most hHF Bayesian network inferences. Each
inference returns a factor over all possible queries and so
the inference will take time exponential in the number of
query variables. The time complexity of our algorithm to
generate the next query
 is:  # of sampled orderings hGF
cost of BN inference .
In addition, we need to generate the sampled orderings
themselves. Friedman and Koller [2000] provide techniques
that greatly reduce the cost of this process. They also show
that the Markov chain mixes fairly rapidly, thereby reducing
the number of steps in the chain required to generate a random
sample. In our setting, we can reduce the number of steps required even further. Initially, we start with a uniform prior
over orderings, from which it is easy to generate random orderings. Each of these is now the starting point for a Markov
chain. As we do a single query and get a response, the new
posterior distribution over orderings is likely to be very similar to the previous one. Hence, our old set of orderings is
likely to be be fairly close to the new stationary distribution.
Thus, a very small number of MCMC steps from each of the
current orderings will give us a new set of orderings which is
very close to being sampled from the new posterior.
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Figure 2: (a) Original Cancer network. (b) Cancer network after
70 observations. (c) Cancer network after 20 observations and 50
uniform experiments. (d) Cancer network after 20 observations and
50 active experiments. The darker the edges the higher the probability of edges existing. Edges with less than 15% probabilty are
omitted to reduce clutter.

5 Experimental Results
We evaluated the ability of our algorithm to reconstruct the
network structure by using data generated from a known network. We experimented with three commonly used networks:
Cancer, with five nodes; Asia, with eight nodes; and Car
Troubleshooter, with twelve nodes. For each test network,
we maintained 50–75 orderings, as described above.  We restricted the set of candidate parents to have size h
. It
typically took a few minutes for the active method to generate the next query.
We compared our active learning method with both random sampling and uniform querying, where we choose a setting for the query nodes from a uniform distribution. Each
method produces estimates for the probabilities of edges between each pair of variables in our domain. We compared
each method’s
estimate with the true network 
by using

edge error of the estimate:
the
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where
if holds in  and is zero otherwise.

We first considered whether the active method provides
any benefit over random sampling other than the obvious additional power of having access to queries that intervene in
the model. Thus, for the first set of experiments, we elimi-
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Figure 1: (a) Cancer with one query node. (b) Car with four query nodes. (c) Car with three query nodes and weighted edge importance.
(d) Asia with any pairs or single or no nodes as queries. (e) Cancer with any pairs or single or no nodes as queries. (g) Cancer edge entropy.
(f) Car with any pairs or single or no nodes as queries. (h) Car edge entropy. Legends reflect order in which curves appear. The axes are
zoomed for resolution.

nated this advantage by restricting the active learning algorithm to query only roots of  . When the query is a root,
a causal query is equivalent to simply selecting a data instance that matches the query (e.g., “Give me a 40-year-old
male”); hence, there is no need for a causal intervention to
create the response. Situations where we can only query root
nodes arises in many domains; in medical domains, for example, we often have the ability to select subjects of a certain
age, gender, or ethnicity, variables which are often assumed
to be root nodes. All algorithms were informed that these
nodes were roots by setting their candidate parent sets to be
empty. In this batch of experiments, the candidate parents
for the other nodes were selected at random, except that the
node’s true parents in the generating network were always in
its candidate parent set.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the learning curves for the Cancer and Car networks. We experimented with using uniform Dirichlet (BDe) priors and also more informed priors
(simulated by sampling 20 data instances from the true network2 ). The type of prior made little qualitative difference in
the comparative performance between the learning methods
(the graphs shown are with uniform priors). In both graphs,
we see that the active method performs significantly better
than random sampling and uniform querying.
In some domains, determining the existence and direction
of causal influence between two particular nodes may be of
special importance. We experimented with this in the Car
network. We modified the L1 edge error function Eq. (7)
2



In general, information from observational data can easily be
incorporated into our model simply by setting to be the empty set
for each of the observational data instances. By Theorem 3.1, the
update rule for these instances is equivalent to standard Bayesian
updating of the model.

(and the edge entropy Eq. (3) used by the active method)
to make determining the relationship between two particular
nodes (the FuelSubsystem and EngineStart nodes) 100 times
more important than a regular pair of nodes. We used three
other nodes in the network as query nodes. The results are
shown in Fig. 1(c). Again, the active learning method performs substantially better.
Note that, without true causal interventions, all methods
have the same limited power to identify the model: asymptotically, they will identify the skeleton and the edges whose direction is forced in the Markov equivalence class (rather than
identifying all edge directions in the true causal network).
However, even in this setting, the active learning algorithm
allows us to derive this information significantly faster.
Finally, we considered the ability of the active learning algorithm to exploit its ability to perform interventional
queries. By using a simple extension to our analysis we permitted our active algorithm to choose to set any pair of nodes
or any single node or no nodes at all. We compared this approach to random sampling and also uniformly choosing one
of our possible queries (setting a single node, pair of nodes,
or no nodes). Experiments were performed on the Asia, Cancer, and Car networks with an informed prior of 20 random
observations. In this batch of experiments, we also experimented with different
methods for choosing the candidate

parents for a node . As an alternative to using random

nodes together with the true parents, we chose the h
variables which
had the highest individual mutual informa
tion with . In practice this information could be obtained
from observational data. Empirically, both methods of choosing the candidate parents gave very similar results, despite the
fact that for one node in the Car network, a true parent of a
node happened not to be chosen as a candidate parent with



the mutual information method. We present the results using
the mutual information criterion for choosing parents.
Figures 1(d), 1(e) and 1(g) show that in all networks our
active method significantly outperforms the other methods.
We also see, in Figures 1(f) and 1(h), that the prediction error graphs are very similar to the graphs of the edge entropy
(Eq. (3)) based on our distribution over structures. This shows
that the edge entropy is, indeed, a reasonable surrogate for
predictive accuracy.
Figures 2(b), 2(c) and 2(d) show typical estimated causal
edge probabilities in these experiments for random sampling,
uniform querying and active querying respectively for the
Cancer network (Fig. 2(a)). Figure 2(b) demonstrates that
one requires more that just random observational data to learn
the directions of many of the edges, and Fig. 2(d) shows
that our active learning method creates better estimates of
the causal interactions between variables than uniform querying. In fact, in some of the trials our active method recovered the edges and direction perfectly (when discarding low
probablity edges) and was the only method that was able to
do so given the limitation of just 50 queries. Also, our active method tends to be much better at not placing edges
between variables that are only indirectly causally related;
for instance in the network distribution learned by the active
method (summarized in Fig. 2(d)), the probability of an edge
from Cancer to Coma is only 3% and from Cancer to Papilledema only 4%.

6 Discussion and Conclusions
This paper introduces the problem of active learning of
Bayesian network structure using interventional queries. We
have presented a formal framework for this task, and a resulting algorithm for adaptively selecting which queries to perform. We have shown that our active method provides substantially better predictions regarding structure than both random sampling, and a process by which interventional queries
are selected at random. Somewhat surprisingly, our algorithm achieves significant improvements over these other approaches even when it is restricted to querying roots in the
network, and therefore cannot exploit the advantage of intervening in the model.
There is a significant body of work on the design of experiments in the field of optimal experimental design [Atkinson and Bailey, 2001]; there, the focus is not on learning the
causal structure of a domain, and the experiment design is
typically fixed in advanced, rather than selected actively. Active learning in Bayesian networks has been considered by
Tong and Koller [2001] for parameter estimation where the
structure is assumed to be known. There have been several
studies on learning causal models from purely observational
data [Spirtes et al., 1993; Heckerman et al., 1997 ]. Cooper
and Yoo [1999] consider learning the structure of causal networks from a mixture of experimental and observational data,
but in a non-active learning setting. Furthermore, although
they derive a scoring metric for full networks, they only apply
their technique to learn the relationship between single pairs
of variables which they further assume are not confounded.
On the other hand, our framework permits combining obser-

vational and experimental data for learning the structure over
all variables in our domain, allowing us to distinguish the
structure at a much finer level, taking into consideration both
indirect causation and confounding influences.
There are many interesting directions in which we can extend our work, e.g., a treatment of continuous variables, temporal processes and different costs for different queries. Most
interesting is the problem of dealing with hidden variables
and missing data. We might use active learning to decide
which extra variable to observe or which extra piece of missing data we should try to obtain in order to best learn the
model. Another exciting direction is the potential of using
active learning in order to try to uncover the existence of a
hidden variable in our domain.
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